Ardent Mills
At Ardent Mills, we’re
committed to nourishing
what’s next.
Ardent Mills is working to transform how the
world is nourished. As the premier flour-milling
and ingredient company, we cultivate the future
of plant-based solutions to help our customers
and communities thrive. We operate more
than 40 locations focused on flour, quinoa,
chickpeas, pulses, and organic and gluten-free
products that drive innovation and ultimately
supply nutritious food across North America.
Our holistic portfolio empowers us to meet the
complex needs of customers today while focusing
on the growing needs of tomorrow’s consumer.
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A purposeful partnership to
cultivate the future
Our expertise spans every step of the supply chain
– bringing capabilities and resources from field to
functionality. With the scale, quality, and safety that
come from partnering with us, we strive to reduce
operational challenges while providing the insights
and innovation that can help your business grow.

Sustainability
We believe leadership comes with responsibility,

Our values

and we see ourselves as stewards of the resources

We leave a positive impact on our team 		

that bring grain-based foods to a hungry world. Our

members, customers, communities and partners

mission of sustainability includes:

with our values.

Regenerative agriculture

Trust	 Serving

Renewable energy investment

Simplicity  

Waste reduction and diversion

Safety

Responsible sourcing
Optimized fuel usage

WHO WE ARE

Our products

Our services

Traditional flours

We’re about more than products. At Ardent Mills, we

From the start, Ardent Mills has produced some
of the most trusted brands in the industry,
relied upon by bakers and chefs for consistency
and performance for decades. It’s a basic truth
of baking, “The foundation of any first-rate
baked good is a first-rate flour.” And at Ardent
Mills, we strive to provide our customers
with first-rate, quality flours every day.

know that customers want a supplier partner who
offers insights, expertise, and technical support.
Technical services
We’re here to support you with our industry-leading
technical services team — in the lab and onsite
at your facility or foodservice operation to provide
troubleshooting and optimize performance and taste.
Risk management

Alternative grains

Our affiliated commodity trading advisors, Ardent

Ardent Mills is dedicated

Mills Solutions, LLC, can help develop flour pricing

to cultivating the future

strategies that make sense for your business needs.

of alternative grains, such
as quinoa, chickpea and

Research and development

gluten-free solutions, to drive
innovation across emerging nutrition applications.

Our innovation team brings

We have plans to continue growing and expanding

together top talent in

in the coming years, investing in people, plants,

culinary, ingredient research,

resources and capabilities along the way.

application development
and technical support to

Major product categories

help you turn inspiration into

Traditional flours

Pulses

Organic flours

Mixes and blends

Ultragrain® flours

Other value-added
ingredients

Ancient grains
Heirloom wheats & barley

reality with breakthrough concepts, grounded
in insights, that fit your growth goals.
Food safety
Our food safety and engineering experts
ensure we follow industry best practices and
protocols, and maintain pristine facilities
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
New crop transition
We’re here to help. Our new crop transition team
helps you maintain the highest level of quality and
consistency in your products each and every harvest.
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